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ABSTRACT: The project focuses to train a game playing agent to learn the game.AI comprises of the  neural systems 

ANN where the neural system produces the controls for playing the game. Based on the Reinforcement Learning 

technique selections are donesubjecting on the information which is collected from the environment. Here, Q-Learning 

is used where the agent decidesthe actions based on particular conditions. Here, the interface Unity SDK is used to 

build the game. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter outlines the introduction of the project Game Playing Agent Using Artificial Neural Network.Neural 

Network is the basic part of Machine Learning. A game consists of an environment which has two players i.e. an Agent 

and a Human Player. Here, Agent is the Neural Network which understands to learn the game on its own. 

Agent can be grouped into two particular stages i.e. Training and Testing. The Agent will start learning when the user 

begins the procedure in the command prompt. In Training, in order to obtain the experience an Agent will learn the 

game by learning through itself. Initially, the score generated will be zero. The repetition is settled to any value. Every 

repetition the mean award is estimated. When the Agent starts learning through its experience the award will be 

increasing to its maxima. When the game ends the award generated will be maximum. After the Agent is trained, the 

trained values are obtained from a file. The values which are trained are transferred to a model called tensor-flow. 

During Testing, the Agent is tested on gaming platform Unity SDK depending on the performance of the game 

play.Using Reinforcement Learning technique, the Agent will play the game with the trained values obtained. In Q-

Learning, when the Agent is trained unknown weights are generated and based on the feedback gained Q-values are 

updated in the Q table. 

A Human Player plays the game on their own and as much as possible tries to improve the score. Humans can use the 

controls using the keys. They send the control of the game to the controllers where the controls are generated and 

provide it to the environment. 

 

II.ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL 

 

The architecture diagram shows how the components of system are related to each other. The Figure 1 describes the 

architecture of the model. 

 

The game can be played by a human player and a trained agent. For the human player to play the game the controls are 

sent through the keyboard. The agent is first trained using random values initially. Based on those values certain actions 
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are performed in the game and the reward is calculated and updated in the Q-table. The trained model is saved in a file 

and the same file is loaded before the agent plays the game. 

 

 
Figure 1: Architecture Diagram 

 

The dataflow diagram in Figure 2 gives a representation of the flow of statistics throughout the system. The game has 

two phases training phase and testing phase. In the training phase, random controls are generated to change the state of 

the game. Feedbacks are received in terms of reward for every actions performed when the controls are generated. 

These values are updated in the Q-table. This is an iterative process, after multiple times of learning to play the game 

and the model is saved in the file. During the training phase, the saved file is loaded before beginning the game. The 

trained values are used to play the game by the agent and improve the rewards. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

This section tells about the implementation of the system. 

 

A.Q-Learning 

The strategy is used to maximize the values expected of the award, beginning from the present state.The objective of Q-

learning is to get a procedure which advises an agent what moves to make under certain conditions.The strategy is used 

to maximize the values expected of the award, beginning from the present state. It is  utilized to store the information in 

the tables. 

The  Reinforcement learning techniques is adopted out to the activities resulting, which gives feedback as a reward. In 

the game, Agent sends the controls to the controller which creates the controls for the game and offers it to 

environment. The environment changes the condition of the game and updates the q-table.The  condition is sent back to 

the Agent with the q-value. Agent will then  update the q-value in the Neural Network and the last outcome is sent to 

the file to store the trained data. 

The Q-learning is mainly based on operating the q-table with the  q-values. Whenever the Agent  learns the game the 

agent will be in a remarkable state which represents the present condition of the agent.  The agent is provided with the 

information about the various states in a game. Based on certain action the agent will go to the next state.Here the 

learning agent will try to take more number of awards rather than punishments. The environment will change the state 

and also refreshes the q-values until the life exists of the agent. 

 

B.Pseudocode for Q-learning 

1. Initializing the q value 
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2. Choosing from the q table 

a. Choosing a policy which is derived from Q 

b. Taking actions 

3. Performing the actions 

4. Rewards are collected 

5.  Q-values updated  

In a q-table, the rows stipulates the activities and  columns stipulates the conditions.Each Q-table score will be the 

greatest expected future reward that the agent will get in the event that it makes that move at that state. This is an 

repetitive procedure, as to make the Q-Table better at every point.The Q function takes two inputs that is actions and 

states.There is an repetitive procedure of updating the values. As we investigate the earth, the Q-work gives us better 

and good approximations by updating the Q-values in the table. 

Q-Learning is statistically based on reinforcement learning  used to find the optimum value of action policy using a Q 

function approximator.The goal is to increase the values in the function.The Q table finds out the action for each 

particular state. 

 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

The Figure 3 shows the representation of cumulative reward after each iterations. 

 
 

Figure 2: Cumulative Reward 

 

X axis stipulatesthe number of repetitions and Y axis stipulates the mean award. After every repetition the mean award 

will be increasing. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

The proposed system trains the game playing agent to play the game using the trained value to improve the mean 

rewards in the game.For future work, we propose trained game playing agent for pre-existing games which has high 

rewards. 
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